
 
 

Declaration on the duty to provide information 
(Data protection) 

 
 
The protection of your personal data is very important to us. We therefore process your data 
exclusively on the basis of the statutory provisions (GDPR, TKG 2003). In these we inform you about the most important 
aspects of data processing within the framework of data protection information 
of our website. 
 
 
Responsible for: 
GLETSCHER TESTCENTER SÖLDEN GmbH 
Headquarters: Dorfstraße 9 
The test center is located in: Gletscherstraße 34 
6450 Sölden 
Tel: +43 5254 501-130 
testcenter@soelden.com 
 
The data protection officer is: 
GF Patrick Fiegl 
Dorfstrasse 9 
6450 Sölden 
testcenter@soelden.com 
 
 
Contact us: 
If you contact us using the form on the website or by email, your details will be given data, stored with us for six months 
for the purpose of processing the request and in the event of follow-up questions. 
We do not pass on this data without your consent. 
 
Online purchase / ski rental: 
We would like to point out that for the purpose of simplifying the rental process and for later contract processing from 
the webshop operator Paypal and Hobex in the context of cookies, the IP data of the connection owner are stored, as 
well as the name, address and credit card number of the buyer. Beyond that we also store the following data for the 
purpose of contract processing: Name, address, buyer's credit card number. The data you provide are required to fulfill 
the contract or to 
implementation of pre-contractual measures required. Without this data we can conclude the contract with you not 
complete. 
The data processing takes place on the basis of the legal provisions of § 96 Abs 3 TKG as well as Art 6 
GDPR (in particular consent and / or the need to fulfill the contract). 
 
Your rights: 
You have the right to get information from the responsible managing director Patrick Fiegl at any time - 
testcenter@soelden.com about the relevant personal data.  
If there is a retention obligation, you have the right to delete this data and to object to the processing. You also have the 
right to correct the data and restrict processing, 
on data portability and on complaint to the Austrian data protection authority (Wickenburggasse 
8-10, 1080 Vienna, email: dsb@dsb.gv.at) 
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